Abstract: With rapid development of computer performance and distributed technology, P2P-based resource sharing mode plays important role in Internet. P2P network users continued to increase so the high dynamic characteristics of the system determine that it is difficult to obtain the load of other nodes. Therefore, a dynamic load balance strategy based on hypergraph is proposed in this article. The scheme develops from the idea of hypergraph theory in multilevel partitioning. It adopts optimized multilevel partitioning algorithms to partition P2P network into several small areas, and assigns each area a supernode for the management and load transferring of the nodes in this area. In the case of global scheduling is difficult to be achieved, the priority of a number of small range of load balancing can be ensured first. By the node load balance in each small area the whole network can achieve relative load balance. The experiments indicate that the load distribution of network nodes in our scheme is obviously compacter. It effectively solves the unbalanced problems in P2P network, which also improve the scalability and bandwidth utilization of system.
Introduction
P2P network is a new generation of technology that changes the Internet. It has a profound impact on the way of publishing, sharing and achieving information for Internet users. However, with the rapid increase of user num-ber, a disadvantage of P2P network structure is gradually exposed, that is, a few nodes bear too large information, while some node has little communication, or even no communication at all with others [1, 2] . Especially when large events or unexpected events occurs, some resources become hot resources, increasing the node load suddenly which owing these sources. It causes the response time, data processing ability and throughput of nodes reduce significantly, resulting in network congestion [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Therefore, load balance technology is used in peer to peer networks gradually. In P2P network, since the nodes have high dynamic and locality, they are hard to acknowledge the load status of other nodes, so the load balance problem is still a prominent and urgent problem waiting to be solved.
Excellent load balance algorithms can greatly improve the scalability and availability of system. For the load balance problems in P2P network, the scholars at home and abroad have done a lot of researches. Rao [10] proposes a load balancing strategy based on virtual node. A virtual node is similar to a node in P2P network and one physical node may have multiple virtual nodes. The load balance is performed by the transfer from virtual node in heavyload nodes to light-load nodes. The defects of such methods are that the virtual node increases the overhead of network and poor real-time performance. Li et al proposes a load balance method based on gossip [11] . They put load information of nodes in the message for transferring, and the acception is decided by the node itself. It can effectively reduce the load of processing access request of origin nodes, but the success rate is not ensured. Rah man et al [12] propose to choose some nodes that has powerful processing capability as super nodes in P2P network, which are in charge of detecting the processing capability of node and works as routing request agent of other nodes. However, is tends to cause over concentrated load for the supernodes.
The problem of load unbalance of hot resource in unstructured P2P systems are discussed in this article, such as storage space, bandwidth etc. We propose a dynamic load balance strategy. The network is depicted as a collection of many small regions, and the major problems are ensuring the load balance of these small regions. Then, the nodes in network can be taken as the vertices of hypergraph, and the physical location among the nodes is taken as the side of hypergraph. On this basis, the hypergraph is partitioned in small area. The load statuses of partitioned regions are roughly equivalent, and the nodes lying in the same region have certain relevance. Hypergraph partitioning algorithm is adopted to copy the hot resources, to partake the visits of nodes, and to achieve relative global load balance status.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a description of the hypergraph partitioning algorithm is given in detail. In Section 3, the improvement of multi-level partitioning of hypergraph is introduced to solve the problem in load unbalance in P2P network. Section 4 provides several tests to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of our scheme. The conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Related Theory of Hypergraph
Partitioning Algorithms
Hypergraph Definition
In the past few decades, graph theory is proved to be very important tools for combinatorial problems in the fields like geometry, number theory, operational research and optimization. To solve more combinatorial problems, it is nature to extend the conception of graph. In 1970, the definition of hypergraph was proposed by C.Berge [13] . Hypergraph is a an extension of the map. In a Hypergraph one hyperside connects several points and each hyperside is a nonvoid subset of Hypergraph point set, which is often used to describe the structure in sparse irregular problems [14] . It not only inherits all the functions of general graphs, but also can solve difficult problems that are hard to deal with. Illustrated by association and clustering analysis in data mining, hypergraph has more concise expression and stronger results. The representation of hypergraph is H = V , E. V = {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , Vn} is the set of vertex and E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e j } is the set of hyper sides. Different with general graphs, the hypersides in hypergraph is a nonempty subset of the vertex set, that is, the sides of hypergraph can connect 3 or more vertices.
There are some related conceptions in hypergraph partitioning: Size of hyperside: The size of each hyperside is the number of elements in the set, that is, the amount of vertices.
Weight of vertice: Each node V i ∈ V has a weight W i , which is a integer generally.
Sum of external degrees(SOED): If certain hyperside e i crosses K blocks, its price is C i = K. SOED is defined as the sum of hypersides crossing multiple blocks.
k-way partitioning: For a hypergraph, we define the set P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , Pn} as a k-way partitioning of hypergraph. P i is the subset of vertex set V in hypergraph H. In such method, the entity is performed k-partitioning to acquire bidirectional partitions. Then, each part is further partitioned into quartiles. Assuming that k is a power of two, then the final k-way partitioning can be obtained in log(k) such steps (or after performing k − 1 bisections. In the cases in which k is not a power of two, the above approach needs to be modified so that each bisectioning produces appropriate size patitions.
Equilibrium K partition: For a hypergraph H, partitions set P creates equal numbers of each partition and minimize value of SODE.
Multi-level Partitioning
Since hypergraph is also a generalization of the graph, most of the graph partitions can be used in hypergraphs. Studies have pointed that the partition of graph is an NP complete problem, so heuristic algorithms are often adopted to make graph partitioning, instead of iterative ways. There are two popular algorithms currently [15] :
K-L algorithm: It is a classical graph partitioning algorithm put forward by Kernighan and Lin. The principle idea is: first graph G is randomly divided into two subgraphs P 1 and P 2 that has the same number of vertices. Choose two vertices from P 1 and P 2 , if the weight difference of the two sub graphs is less than the weight of the former after vertex changing, exchange these two vertices and lock them. Then continue above searching and exchanging processes from unlocked nodes set until the weight difference of internal side and external side is negative, and stop the iteration. The process is described with following pseudo codes: find k which maximizes g_max, the sum of
K-L algorithm is not good at the case that the data distribution is sparse; while it works well for the graph whose average degree is more than 3.
Multi-level partitioning of hyper graph was proposed by Karypis, integrated and improved with other partitioning algorithms. The core thought is that the hypergraph partitioning is divided into three phases: coarsening, initial partitioning and refinement. Coarsening aims at using gradually decreasing hypergraphs to approximate the original hypergraphs and to keep their structures as far as possible. It mean the vertices of graph are combined to form a hypergraph with fewer vertices. Then normal partitioning is performed at the phase of original partitioning, generally using K-L algorithm or FM algorithm. Finally it is restored to initial hypergraph at the phase of refinement. The multi-level partitioning algorithms can provide highquality partition in relatively short time and it has become research benchmark in recent years [16] . 
Basic thought and principles
Load balance is an NP complete problem, in general, especially in P2P network. Due to the locality of nodes and dynamicity of network, the nodes only know the load state of a small number of nodes. Most of them cannot know global load information and a perfect scheme for load balance is rarely found. This article believes P2P network does not need nor necessary to achieve global optimal load balancing. We only need the local nodes achieve load balance, global network can approach a relatively better balance state. It can be proved by the following queuing theory [17] :
The whole network is looked on a queuing model, that is, a task is processed just by one node in the same hour. The other tasks will not begin until the task is completed. Assuming both the task arriving rate and the completion rate obey Poisson distribution, then the number of average busy nodes is λ µ . λ is average tasks in unit time and µ is the tasks number completed in unit time. λ and µ obey the Poisson distribution both, that is, f (t) = λe −λt (t ≥ 0). If the average busy node number ism and the number of total service nodes is m, the service rate is ρ = λ mµ . P k is the probability that the total tasks number is k in system, so we have 
In above equation, the average number of nodes and the number of tasks per unit time is proportional to the number of tasks, and it is inversely proportional to the number of tasks completed in unit time. It also has nothing to do with the number of service nodes. If there is overloading node, the average tasks completed in unit time will be reduced, meanwhile, the number of average busy nodes increases.
Thus it can be seen that of each small region achieves optimal load balance, the overall network can be thought to keep good load balance. In view of this, this article proposes the solution to partition the network into the sets of many small regions, adopting hypergraph partitioning method, abbreviate as LABR (Local Area Balance Replication). First, we define supernodes according to online situation of nodes and each supernode is in charge of a small local area network. Each area will randomly select another area to start a 2-partition process of hypergraph (k-way partitioning of hypergaph, k=2), to keep consistent of the total load of the region. In this way, when the nodes in area approaches to certain status (such as overload), the nodes will actively make selection for the light-load nodes in the area through supernodes to achieve the transfer of load.
Region partitioning based on hypergraph
For P2P nodes, due to the limitation among them, heavyload nodes are hard to choose the best light-load node to make load exchanging [18] . They are possible to choose some neighbour nodes to perform operation s of load balance, leading to relatively poor results, while global scheduling is difficult to be achieved. Therefore, we propose a partitioning strategy based on small areas, that is, the node only exchanges the load in its own area generally. The advantage of hypergraph is, different with common graphs, it can define the points set (hyperside), to make the nodes owning certain properties lie in the same hyperside. According to the hypergraph partitioning algorithm, the area is partitioned and the nodes lie in the same hyperside are possible to be in the same area. Thus we can perform load scheduling and reduce the communication consumption among the nodes.
Assignment of supernode
The selection of supernode adopts an adaptive method: We use probabilistic method, 100 is divided by the number of nodes in network, to acquire a probability number p. Then p is sent to the whole network for the operation of each node. If the acquired probability is in the range of 0∼p, it becomes the super node. Then it is adjusted according to the actual state of node. When new node joins, it will automatically join the area that has direct relation with this node. When more nodes join that causing the number is beyond 200, the area spilt begins. The process of splitting means choosing a node as the supernode in each area, and two supernodes perform 2-way partitioning of hypergraph in the local area. When the node leaves or loses efficacy, if the number of total vertices of the hypergraph is less than certain amount q, the two areas are merged. In general case, q is thought to be equivalent to be 10% of the upper limitation.
Hyperside clustering
Hyperside clustering is a complicated process. Since the major problems discussed in this article is load balance, we adopt the scheme proposed in literature [19] , which divides hypersides by the computation of distance between nodes according to IP address. First, when the supernodes of two partition collect the information, the partition nodes are classified as one set. According to their IP addresses, an IP-tree with the height of 24 is established, as depicted in figure 3 . Because the latter 8 bits of IP address describe different hosts of the same network, it will not be considered. Its root node is 0.0.0.0/0, having two child nodes 0.0.0/ and 128.0.0/1. Then the child node of each node a.b.c/n on the IP tree represents a binary partition at its n th bit. Based on such setting, we set the height of node i as H, then the distance of Na and N b equals to D ab = H i − H j . If D is specified to be less than 1, the nodes are partitioned to the same hyperside, and the same node joins the same hyperside. 
Partitioning optimization
For original hypergraph G = (V , E), in coarsening phase, aftern steps of operation, we gradually map G to G 1 , G 2 , . . . , Gn. At the phase of initial partitioning, we first obtain a partition of Gn as pn. In original multi-level partitioning structure, the partition of G i+1 is mapped to partition of G i as p i ′ at the i th step. Then partitioning algorithm is adopted to optimize p i ′ as the partition of G i . After n steps of operation we can acquire the partition of G. At the phase of refinement and optimization, the following operations are joined: when p i is obtained after mapping and optimization, we adopt V-cycle [20] is adopted as the input of next iteration at the stage of refinement and optimization.
Algorithm realization of partitioning
This article makes a little improvement on K-L algorithm in node partitioning. The initialization of K-L algorithm divides the set of points into two equal numbers, while the algorithm of this paper is based on the size of the region itself. The node number after area partitioning will not changes. Taking into account of the load weight of nodes, each node will compute a parameter for load degree, recorded as contribution, which is decided by some attributes and total load in the area of node. The core ideas is: choose a pairs of node randomly in two areas and determine the difference of weight after exchanging is benefited to the area. If it is, exchange these two nodes. The pseudo code is described as follows:
//P 1 , P 2 are two areas to be partitioned. P 1 has bigger load and P 2 has smaller load. Then we choose two vertice from two partitions randomly 3 while P 1 − P 2 < 0 or cycling times > 100 do 4 Randomly select one node form unlocked nodes of P 1 as Node A The first 3 lines means that the unlocked nodes in two areas will randomly choose one node respectively; in the 6th and 7th lines, the weight difference is computed; 8-14 lines represent that if the difference between the sum of contribute before exchanging and the difference of contribute of two nodes after exchanging is a positive number, these two nodes are locked, and their location will be exchanged. If SOED value after exchanging increases, the operation is cancelled. The cycle continues until the difference of total load of two areas are negative, then the iteration stops. Thus, we have partitioned the load area of nodes and the total load value of these two areas is very close. The nodes whose physical location are close will lie in the same area, which facilitates the transfer of load.
The supernodes will count the number of light-load nodes in the area, and the address information. We set the number as 3 log 2 and establish a route table. At the same time, it contacts its neighbour node to send integral area information and load information to the neighbour node, as spare supernode. Finally, the partition information of node, that is, whether the node still belongs to this partition or it is transferred, is sent to the node. The nodes in the same area are sent to the information of spare supernode.
Experimental Results and Analysis
The simulations mainly adopt scatter diagram and broken line graph to display and contrast the load state before and after balancing. Before the first experiment data record, the load balance algorithm is not started. In the second experiment we start LABR strategy. When the system reaches steady state, the node load degree after load balance is printed and corresponding graph and tables are created by Matlab. This article adopts BA network environment of Peersim to make simulation and it adds the improved algorithm to the strategies module, to verify the effectiveness of hypergraph partition algorithm. In figure 4 , the horizontal coordinate denotes the node number of P2P network and the vertical coordinate denotes the ratio of control load and transmission load. Each supernode in the experiment is assigned to common nodes averagely. In test we set the number of common nodes managed by supernode as the square root of total number of nodes, that is, if there are 400 nodes in system, each supernode is in charge of 20 nodes and these nodes join in or leave the network randomly. From this figure we can see, the ration the ratio of control load and transmission load is very small whether it is a server or a super node in the system. Through the comparison, we find that the supernode reduces many burden for the server, for it executes management and monitoring. Figure 5 depicts the change of supernode with time goes on. It is found that its change rate is not large. It indicates that with the change of running time, the supernodes in system achieve better stability and effectiveness, which also improve the stability of system.
To investigate the average load balance distribution of node, at the initial moment the selected node is assigned a random load between 0 and 1000. Figure 6 depicts the average load distribution before and after balance control. From the distribution figure we can see the load distribution of nodes is obviously compacter that that the algorithm is not implemented, and global load of system is smaller. Figure 7 depicts the statistics of nodes in load area. Most of the load concentrates below 100. At the low load area, the performance improved 22 percents that before. It indicates that the balancing algorithm proposed in this paper can balance the load distribution of network nodes, and reduce the global load of system. When balance control begins, the average load of light-load node has little change, while that of heavy-load nodes get obviously changes, which shows the effect of our scheme. The reason is our strategy not only considers the case that node itself contains the requested file, but also considers the relation of node load with its neighbor node. Table 1 is the statics of distribution parameters of different user query (θ and Q denote the user query distribution parameter and link bandwidth), and the influence caused by file quest connections. When the connections number takes different value, the final effect of control algorithm is not changed drastically. The network structure of entropy (NSE) [21] is bigger than the case that the improved algorithm is not implemented. It means the load degree of network is more balanced and the global load is lower. In addition, different distribution parameter has little influence on network before and after the algorithm is implemented and NSE maintains around 3. The reasons is when the distribution parameter is bigger, the query probability of hot documents is greater. But for a network with balanced file distribution, the query request of each node will make big difference. With the connection number increases, the NSE of system gets slight increasing. It shows that the exchanging among the nodes is frequent and the load difference gets minimized. Therefore, the unbalance degree of degree is relieved, which strengthens the anti interference ability of network to a certain extent.
Conclusion
Based on the study of search mechanism and load strategy in unstructured P2P network, related defects of unstructured P2P network is analyzed. With theoretical basis of queuing theory, a multi-level partitioning method based on hypergraph is proposed. It can control the system to be in a balance state in local area, so as to achieve overall load balance. Simulation results show that the improved scheme has a faster load transfer speed, and the load distribution ratio is relatively compacter than before, even under high load conditions, it also shows good robustness. Even in status of high load it shows better robustness and comprehensive performance compared to traditional P2P load balance algorithms. Due to limitation of research level and time, there are many problems waiting to be discussed and completed. In complicated P2P network there will be more uncertain factors, which brings big test to network robustness. Therefore, the universal property of our algorithm needs further study and discussion.
